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Abstract- Indian Sign Language (ISL) or Indo-Pakistani Sign Language is possibly the prevalent sign language variety in South Asia used by at least several hundred deaf signers. It is different in the phonetics, grammar and syntax from other country’s sign languages. Since ISL got standardized only recently, there is very little research work that has happened in ISL recognition. Considering the challenges in ISL gesture recognition, a novel method for recognition of static signs of Indian sign language alphabets and numerals for Human Computer Interaction (HCI) has been proposed in this thesis work. The developed algorithm for the hand gesture recognition system in ISL formulates a vision-based approach, using the Two-Dimensional Discrete Cosine Transform (2D-DCT) for image compression and the Self-Organizing Map (SOM) or Kohonen Self Organizing Feature Map (SOFM) Neural Network for pattern recognition purpose, simulated in MATLAB. To design an efficient and user friendly hand gesture recognition system, a GUI model has been implemented. The main advantage of this algorithm is its high-speed processing capability and low computational requirements, in terms of both speed and memory utilization.
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I. INTRODUCTION

A sign language (also signed language) is a language which, instead of auditorily conveyed sound patterns, uses manual communication and body language to convey meaning. This can include simultaneously combining hand shapes, orientation and movement of the hands, arms or body, and facial expressions to fluidly express a speaker's thoughts [13]. A translator is usually needed when an ordinary person wants to communicate with a deaf one. One of the long term goals of gesture recognition is to develop a vision based sign recognition system that can recognise a subset of an existing sign language and translate it to text format. It is an important research area not only from engineering point of view but also for its impact on the society. Sign languages are non verbal visual languages, different from spoken languages, but they serve the same function. There are different sign languages all over the world such as American Sign Language (ASL), British Sign Language (BSL), Japanese Sign Language family (Japanese, Taiwanese and Korean Sign Languages), French Sign Language family (French, Italian, Irish, Russian and Dutch Sign Languages), Australian Sign Language, etc.

Similarly Indian Sign Language was also developed for Indian deaf community. It is different in the phonetics, grammar, hand gestures and syntax from other country’s sign languages. Designing a hand gesture recognition system for ISL is more challenging than other sign languages due to the following reasons [1]:

- ISL uses both hands to make gestures to represent most of the alphabets.
- ISL uses static and dynamic hand gestures.
- Facial expressions are also included.
- One hand moves faster than the other at times in dynamic hand gestures.
- Many of the gestures result in obstruction.
- Complicated hand shapes.
- Locations of the hand with respect to body contribute to the Sign.
- Head/Body postures.
- ISL involves both global and local hand motion.

Because of these challenges, there is not much research work has been done in ISL recognition system. Considering all the prospects, this paper presents a technique for vision based static hand gesture recognition system in ISL. In this technique, features are extracted from hand gesture images based on skin pixels through image compression using two-dimensional Discrete Cosine Transform. A Kohonen Self Organizing Feature Map (SOFM), an unsupervised learning technique in artificial neural network, is used for classification of DCT-based feature vectors. To make this hand gesture recognition system more user friendly, a GUI model has been designed.

II. RELATED WORK

Many novel and interesting applications of hand gesture recognition have been introduced in recent years. Generally, such systems are divided into two basis approaches namely glove based and vision based approaches. In glove based analysis, detection of the hand is eliminated by the sensors on the hand and 3D model of the hand is subjected to the virtual world so that body motion can be easily captured. Christopher Lee and Yangsheng Xu [16] developed a glove-based gesture recognition system that was able to recognize 14 of the letters from the hand alphabet, learn new gestures and able to update the model of each gesture in the system in online mode, with a rate of 10Hz. Over the years advanced glove devices have been designed such as the Sayre Glove, Dexterous Hand Master and PowerGlove. The most successful commercially available glove is by far the VPL DataGlove. On the other hand vision-based analysis is more natural and useful for real time applications. Sushmita Mitra and Tinku Acharya had provided a survey on gesture...
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The objective discussed in this paper is a vision based identification of the static signs of Indian sign language alphabets and numerals. The system deals with images of bare hands which helps the user to interact with the system in a natural way. Indian sign language is composed of static and dynamic hand gestures. A static gesture is observed at the spurt of time. A dynamic gesture is intended to change over a period of time. All the static and dynamic gestures are interpreted over a period of time to understand a full message. This complicated process is termed as hand gesture recognition. Fig. 1 shows block diagram of a Hand Gesture Recognition System.

**III. SYSTEM OVERVIEW**

In ISL, there are 26 alphabets in which J and H are dynamic signs. Our algorithm focuses only on static signs for the alphabets and numbers. Since there are no resources to download ISL alphabet image dataset, after a hard effort in getting the dataset various resources, the Indian Sign Language database has been made on our own by capturing images with the help of a digital camera Samsung DV300F. Signs of numerals (0-5) and alphabets (A-Z) excluding J and H sign are shown in fig. 2.

As these images are not taken in a controlled lightening environment, images are preprocessed in Adobe Photoshop CS3. The algorithm considers hand region as the area of interest. We are assuming that no other objects other than the Region of Interest are present in the background.

Since skin colour in humans varies by individual, research has revealed that intensity rather than chrominance is the main distinguishing characteristic. The recognition stage typically uses an intensity (grayscale) representation of the image compressed by the 2D-DCT for further processing. This grayscale version contains intensity values for skin pixels.

In the first stage, the 2D-DCT for each hand gesture image is computed, and feature vectors are formed from the Discrete Cosine Transform (DCT) coefficients. The second stage uses a self-organizing map (SOM) with an unsupervised learning technique to classify vectors into groups to recognize if the subject in the input image is “present” or “not present” in the image database. If the image is classified as present, the best match image found in the training database is displayed as the result, else the result displays that the image is not found in the image database. Fig. 3 shows schematic view of hand gesture recognition system proposed in this paper.

The proposed hand gesture recognition algorithm has following steps:
- **Image Capture**
- **Preprocessing**
- **Feature Extraction of the processed image**
- **Classification**

**A. Image Capture**- Hand gesture images representing signs for different alphabets are taken with a Samsung DV300F 16.0 megapixel digital camera because pictures captured by a webcam are blurred. This digital camera is a CCD camera. The resolution of grabbed image is very high. Images are varied from each other in terms of format, size and resolutions.

Most of the gestures/signs are performed using both hands. Each gesture is performed at various scales, translations, and a rotation in the plane parallel to the image-plane. Since we are assuming that there is no object in the image, other than the hand gesture we need a uniform color background for the ease of segmentation. The signer is required to wear a full sleeve black T-Shirt and a black bandage around the wrist. This provides uniform color background for the experiment.

The input hand gesture images were then transferred from the digital camera the computer for further processing. Fig. 4 shows input images representing signs for the alphabets ‘M’, ‘A’ and ‘G’ respectively in Indian Sign Language.

---
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**Fig. 1. Block diagram of a Hand Gesture Recognition System**

**Fig. 2. Indian Sign Language (ISL) Dataset**

**Fig. 3. Schematic View of Proposed Hand Gesture Recognition System for ISL**
and correlation reduction properties. Ahmed et al found that the Karhunen Loeve Transform (KLT) basis function of a first order Markov image closely resemble those of the DCT. They become identical because the correlation between the adjacent pixel approaches to one [5]. The DCT can be extended to the transformation of 2D signals or images. This can be achieved in two steps:

- By computing the 1D-DCT of each of the individual rows of the two dimensional image,
- After the above step, by computing the 1D-DCT of each column of the image.

If represents a 2D image of size x (n₁, n₂) N × N, then the 2D-DCT of an image is given by:

\[ Y[z,k] = C[j] C[k] \sum_{m=0}^{N-1} \sum_{n=0}^{N-1} x[m,n] \cos \left( \frac{(2m+1)j\pi}{2N} \right) \cos \left( \frac{(2n+1)k\pi}{2N} \right) \]

………………..(1.1)

where j, k, m, n = 0, 1, 2, ..., (N-1) and

\[ C[j] \quad \text{and} \quad C[k] = \begin{cases} \frac{1}{\sqrt{N}}, & j, k = 0 \\ \frac{1}{\sqrt{2}}, & j, k = 1, 2, ... N - 1 \end{cases} \]

………………..(1.2)

Similarly the 2D-IDCT can be defined as-

\[ x[m,n] = \sum_{j=0}^{N-1} \sum_{k=0}^{N-1} C[j] C[k] y[j,k] \cos \left( \frac{(2m+1)j\pi}{2N} \right) \cos \left( \frac{(2n+1)k\pi}{2N} \right) \]

………………..(1.3)

The DCT presented in equations (1.1) and (1.3) is orthonormal and perfectly reconstructing provided the coefficients are represented to an infinite precision. This means that when the coefficients are compressed, it is possible to obtain a full range of compressions and image qualities. The coefficients of the DCT are always quantized for high compression, but DCT is very resistant to quantization errors due to the statistics of the coefficients it produces. The coefficients of a DCT are usually linearly quantized by dividing by a predetermined quantization step.

JPEG stands for the Joint Photographic Experts Group, a standards committee that had its origins within the International Standard Organization (ISO). There are following steps in JPEG image compression [6]-

- Original image is divided into blocks of 8 x 8.
- Pixel values of a black and white image range from 0-255 but DCT is designed to work on pixel values ranging from -128 to 127. Therefore each block is modified to work in the range.
- Equation (1.1) is used to calculate DCT matrix.
- DCT is applied to each block by multiplying the modified block with DCT matrix on the left and transpose of DCT matrix on its right.
- Each block is then compressed through quantization.
- Quantized matrix is then entropy encoded.
D. Classification - Pattern classification can be defined as the categorization of input data into identifiable classes by the extraction of significant features or attributes of the data from a background of irrelevant detail. In this paper, we have used self-organizing map (SOM) using an unsupervised learning technique in Artificial Neural Network (ANN) is used to classify DCT-based feature vectors into groups to classify whether the sign mentioned in the input image is “present” or “not present” in the ISL database.

Self-Organizing Map (SOM) is one of the most popular neural network models. It belongs to the category of competitive learning networks. It is based on unsupervised learning, which means that no manual intervention is needed during the learning and that little need to be known about the characteristics of the input data. So we can use the SOM for clustering data without knowing the class memberships of the input data. The SOM can be used to detect features belonging to the problem and thus has also been called SOFM, the Self-Organizing Feature Map (SOFM). We have used the particular kind of SOM known as a Kohonen Network in this paper. This SOM has a feed-forward structure with a single computational layer arranged in rows and columns. In the architecture each neuron is fully connected to all the source nodes in the input layer [17]-

![Kohenon Self-Organizing Map (SOM)](image)

The self-organization process involves four major components [17]-

**Initialization:** All the connection weights are initialized with small random values.

**Competition:** In this step for each input pattern, the neurons compute their respective values of a discriminant function which provides the basis for competition. The particular neuron with the smallest value of the discriminant function is declared the winner.

**Cooperation:** In this step, the active neuron determines the spatial location of a topological neighborhood of excited neurons, thereby providing the basis for cooperation among neighboring neurons.

**Adaptation:** In last step, the excited neurons decrease their individual values of the discriminant function in relation to the input pattern through suitable adjustment of the associated connection weights, such that the subsequent application of a similar input pattern is enhanced.

For hand gesture recognition process, trained images are reconstructed using weight matrices and recognition is through untrained test images based on minimum Euclidean distance as the similarity measure. Training and testing for this system is performed using the MATLAB Neural Network Toolbox.

IV. EXPERIMENT & RESULTS

Experimentation is carried out in an Intel (R) Core (TM) 2 Duo processor machine with 2.10GHz, 3.00GB RAM, MATLAB R2010a and a 16.0 MP digital camera.

A) Dataset for ISL - A dataset of 35 images is loaded into MATLAB which includes 5 different sign gestures (FIVE, A, B, G and W) with 7 different backgrounds and slightly different postures for the training database. The system is purely data dependent. For testing purpose, we have used some untrained images. Fig. 8 shows image Database used in Proposed Hand Gesture Recognition System in ISL.

![Image Database used in Proposed Hand Gesture Recognition System in ISL](image)

B) Experiment - A Graphical User Interface (GUI) has been created to automatically train and recognize the gestures as shown in the fig. 9 below.

![GUI model of Hand Gesture Recognition System in ISL](image)

The sign language recognition program can be executed by two different ways in the GUI. The first method is through a 3-step push button method in the panel Run
The Primary focus of this system is to examine image processing as a tool for the conversion of Indian Sign Language (ISL) gesture into digital text. The proposed gesture recognition system can handle different types of alphabets and number signs in a common vision-based platform. The system is suitable for complex ISL static signs. However, it is to be noted that the proposed gesture recognizer cannot be considered as a complete sign language recognizer, as for complete recognition of sign language, information about other body parts i.e., head, arm, facial expression etc is necessary. The experimental results show that the system is sufficient to claim a "working system" for native Indian sign language alphabet & numeral recognition.

In future, there can be many possible improvements that will broaden the scope of this work. First of all, this work can be implemented as a real-time application. In improved light conditions and controlled environment, we can...
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develop a real time sign language recognition system. The system developed in this work can be extended too many other research topics in the field of computer vision. We hope this research could trigger more investigations to make computers see and think better.
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